1. Existence of nonnegative nonincreasing solutions of differential equations of the 77-th order (n ^ 2) was proved in [4] under the assumption that the right-hand side of the equation does not change its sign. New sufficient conditions for the existence of such solutions without the above assumption were found in [6] .
In this paper we consider the problem Here, for n = 3, we prove more general conditions for solvability of(l.l), (1.2), (1.3) than in [6] .
We shall use the following notation: R =(_oo,oo), A+ = <0,oo), jR_=(-oo,0>, In what follows we shall assume
ф(х ї9 x 2 , x 3 ) > 0 for |x 2 | > r , r e (0, oo).
We shall find solutions of the problem (1. Remark. The assumptions (1.8) and (1.9) are essential and they cannot be omitted.
For example, the problem 2. In what follows we shall need some lemmas.
, h e L(<0, a 0 y) is a positivefunction satisfying (1.7) and ö 0 : <0, a} x # + ^> i£ + is afunction satisfying (1.8).
T&en ífoere exisřs r* є <r, co) swcft řftař for any c e (a, oo) and v є ЛС 2 (<0, c>) йе inequalities 
Let us consider the differential equation
Integrating ( Let us suppose that 1 + v"{t) ^ g(t) for a ± S t ^ #o-Then by (2.12) we get
On the other hand, the equality v'(a 0 ) -v'(a x ) = fl*v"(t)dt impMes by (2.6) that Jai v"{i)at й r, which contradicts (2.13). Thus it is necessary that there exists t 0 e є (a 1? a 0 ) such that (2.14)
Using the Chaplygin Lemma (see [5] or [11] ) we get from (2.10), (2.1l) and (2.14) that 1 + v"(t) й Q(t) й g(0) = l/e for 0 й t û t Q9 and by virtue of (2.l) we have (2.15) 1 + v"(t) й l/e for 0 й t й а .
Integrating (2.3) from a to t and putting
where r* = 0(l/e) + r* + ar. (2.6), (2.9) and (2.16) yield (2.5). Proof. Let us consider functions w k :R^R + , w k eC x (R), keN, such that w k (x) = 0 for |x| ^ l/fc, J^ w fc (x) dx = 1. Let us put 9k(*> *u *2, x 3 ) = J^oo w k (z t -x x ) J^ w fc (z 2 -x 2 ) .
Lemma 2. Letfe
• f-oo w fc (z 3 -x 3 )/(ř, z l5 z 2 , z 3 ) dz 3 
Due to (2.17), for any g є (0, 00) and к e N / k (ř, 0, 0, 0) = 0, f h (t 9 x l9 x 2 , x 3 ) й 0 on K + x R 3 , and for |x ř | ^ Q, t e R + (i = 1, 2, 3) we have
• í-00 M z 3 - 
. |/(f, z l5 z 2 , z 3 ) -/(ř, x 1? x 2 , x 3 )| dz 3 dz 2 dz! . Thenfor any c e (0, oo) řfoe boundary value problem 
